
Reentry from Israel  

*Sigh*  

Reentry home after an Israel trip is always a challenge. The jetlag alone is tough; usually 

it takes a week or so to readjust the body’s internal clock. Then there are the emotions--- 

the spiritual apogee of being in Eretz Yisrael causes one to adjust [for the better, I hope] 

one’s spiritual compass. But this trip was different—the goal was solidarity and to bear 

witness as Israel is at war. I stood in places where I stood before, but this time wearing a 

bullet proof vest, hearing the sounds of gun fire, and seeing black smoke rising from 

artillery shelling from less than a mile away. This time I stood at Har Herzl, the voice of 

a tour guide was replaced by the whaling of a mother burying her 20-year-old son who 

died as a solider in Gaza… then I stood in Machane Yehuda, the Jewish market, where 

the family bakery was closed for the day. We sang Hativah, the Israeli national anthem 

which means “the Hope”—but I didn’t hear much hope in the voices of many who I 

trusted to instill it within me. Then there was obvious pain from Palestinians that were 

echoed thru-out the trip—their suffering is tremendous… let us not turn a deaf ear to 

their pain.  

*sigh* 

Reentry usually brings clarity. But not this trip. The situation is far more complex than I 

ever could imagine. The hostages need to come home… safely. The bombing of non-

combatants needs to stop. But both are intertwined in a diplomatic/political quagmire 

that delays a respite and a return; making peace illusive. The unprecedented and 

barbaric assault on October 7 came in waves that Hamas came first and then residents 

of Gaza second followed begs for a response that ensures safety and security. Yet the 

military response has drawn the worlds ire at the volume of death and destruction. 

When will this stop? 

*sigh* 

One afternoon, I sat in a high school auditorium of a place called Ya-b’Yad [Hand in 

Hand] where Israeli Jewish teens learn with Israeli Arabs. Here can be a model which is 

the first step in peace--- a non-judgmental place to listen to the other, a place where 



empathy for another’s pain can be felt, a place where one does not shout down the other 

in a game of pain is worse. The response is no longer “yes, but…”, rather it is “yes, 

AND…”   To acknowledge and accept each other’s pain is the first step; don’t dismiss or 

minimize it-- that is essential. Then comes the ability to see the face of God in the other. 

Admitting that the other has the right to exist is essential. End the pain, end the 

suffering, free the captives, mourn with the families, heal the wounds. 

*sigh* 

I am a Zionist; I am not embarrassed to say it. I am a Jew, I proud of spiritual core that 

guides my desire to live righteously. To reclaim both, to live in harmony within my soul 

begged me to stand in Israel—hug my friends and family, reminding them that they are 

not alone. To reclaim both means I can support Israel but not accept blindly the policies 

that makes this war difficult. Cringing as I hear a mother shed tears as she buries her 

son must be met with understanding that this is being repeated 10x at least in Gaza. I 

think of Lady Macbeth whose guilt was so great that she perceived blood on her hands: 

“Out, out damn spot…” Let us demand the end of the violence—not unilaterally but at 

the same time… hostages come home intact, violence ends, humanitarian aid intensifies 

to stop suffering. And a pledge to work in unison for a lasting peace. 

*sigh* 

On November 29, 1947—the United Nations partitioned Israel into 2 states. One for 

Jews and one for Arabs. That 2-State solution is the ONLY remedy here. Both must 

accept that; both must make hard concessions to make it a reality. But this, I confess, is 

not the topic of conversation these days.  

*sigh* 

This is conflict is far from over, my friends.         


